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V . We let f (j)i1;i2;:::;ir for j 2 Ii1;i2;:::;ir , denote the funtions involving the variablesi1; i2; : : : ; ir. We assume that F omprises at least one funtion for eah r-setfi1; i2; : : : ; irg 2 �Vr �. For eah r-set fi1; i2; : : : ; irg the weight of eah of thefuntions f (j)i1;i2;:::;ir is de�ned to be the sum of the �r2� pairwise distanes:Wi1;i2;:::;ir = X1�k<j�r d(vik ; vij) :We are to �nd a boolean assignment A to the variables v1; v2; : : : ; vn whihmaximizes the sum Xi1;i2;:::;ir0�Wi1;i2;:::;ir Xj2Ii1;i2 ;:::;ir f (j)i1;i2;:::;ir1Aof the weights of funtions whih are satis�ed by A.We assume that d is saled so that the average of the n(n � 1)=2 distanesbetween points of V is 1. We de�ne for eah iwi =Xj d(vi; vj):2 Results and Tehnique OverviewMetri MAX-rCSPs are ore-dense in the sense of [FKKV05℄, and thus they havePTASs running in time nO(1=�2) for relative auray � (see [FKKV05℄). We givehere, by applying ideas of loning (f. [FK01℄), a solution value PTAS runningin onstant time 2O�(1=�2) in a preproessed metri model of omputation. Thisyields a sublinear solution-onstruting PTAS working in time 2O�(1=�2) � nr�1for Metri MAX-rCSP problems for arbitrary r. This improves also an originalmetri MAX-CUT approximation sheme of [FK01℄.We use in our onstrution a loning method introdued in [FK01℄, and afast approximate omputation of the metri weights due to Indyk [I99b℄. Then,we use the main result of [AFKK02℄ whih states, roughly speaking, that thevalue of a MAX-rCSP is w.h.p. approximately equal to the value of the problemindued on a random subset of the variables of size 
(log(1=�)=�4) times a salingfator.Our results easily extend to the ase of general quasimetris (see also[FKKV05℄, [MS79℄) whih inlude important for various appliations powers ofarbitrary metris.3 Model of ComputationGiven a metri spae (V; d), notie that the size of the input desribing (V; d) is�(n2). We onsider two models of omputation in the metri (or quasimetri)2



spaes. First, the Preproessed Model where the weights wi are being preom-puted in advane and given by an orale (Reall that wi is the sum of the distanesto vi.) Additionally, the partial sumsSi = w1 + w2 + :::+ wiare also being preomputed. The orale will be also able to output a random ele-ment of [0; 1℄ in one step. In the seond model, we remove an orale and omputeapproximate values of the wi's following Indyk [I99a℄, as well as preproess otheroperations of the orale. The overall time needed for that is O(npoly (log n)).4 Main ResultsWe formulate now our main results. We note that sizes of inputs for MAX-rCSPproblems are �(nr), and thus running times in o(nr) are sublinear in the inputsizes.Theorem 1. There exist onstant time 2O�(1=�2) approximation shemes(CTASs) in the preproessed model of omputation for estimating the optimumvalue of metri and quasimetri Max-rCSPs for any r � 2.By approximate implementation of the preproessed metri model we obtainTheorem 2. There exists sublinear time value approximation shemes work-ing in time 2O�(1=�2)+O�npoly �1� log n�� for metri and quasimetri Max-rCSPsfor any r � 2.Using a method of Setion 9, we are able to formulate a result on onstrutingapproximate solution-assignments for Max-rCSP problems.Theorem 3. There exists sublinear time approximation shemes working intime 2O�(1=�2)nr�1 + O�npoly �1� log n�� for metri and quasimetri Max-rCSPsfor any r � 2.The proofs of Theorems 1-3 are given in the following setions of the paper.5 CloningThe main idea of our CTASs for Metri MAX-rCSP, is that of loning similar to[FK01℄, i.e. onstruting a new MAX-rCSP problem ( ~F ; ~W ) by replaing eahvariable vi by a ertain number mi, say, of opies vi;1; vi;2; :::; vi;mi; alled lones.For eah fi; j; :::; `g 2 �Vr �, ~F will omprisemimj:::m` funtions idential to fi;j;:::;`and eah ating on a partiular r-tuple of lones of the form vi;s; vj;t; :::; v`;u. Wetake in fat mi = dwie:3



Let us denote by ~V the new set of variables. Now we assign to all the r-tuples ofthe form vi;s; vj;t; :::; v`;u for �xed i; j; :::; ` the same weight denoted by ~Wi;j;:::;` :~Wi;j;:::;` = Wi;j;:::;`mimj:::m`We end up in this way, as we prove in the next setion, with a dense weightedinstane in the sense of [FK00℄ for whih we an use known approximation algo-rithms. Note that here as in [FK01℄ loning is just a onvenient disguised formof a speial weighted sampling.6 Cloned Instanes are Weighted DenseIn this setion, we prove that the instanes ( ~F; ~W ) are dense in the sense thatthe maximum weight of a onstraint does not exeed the average of the weightsby more than a onstant fator. We will use as in [FK01℄ the inequalitieswu � n2 : (1)d(u; v) � wu + wvn : (2)Sine eah pair of verties fvi; vjg belongs to preisely r!�n�2r�2� r � sets, the sumS, say, of the weights in the original instane:S = r!�n� 2r � 2� X1�j<k�n d(vi; vj) ;S � r(r � 1)nr2the last beause the sum of the distanes is �n2�. The sum of the weights in theloned instane, say S0 would be the same as S if we had mi = wi. From ourhoie mi = dwie, it follows that we have S0 = S(1 +O(1=n)) andS 0 � r(r � 1)nr2 : (3)Now the number of funtions in ~F isj ~F j = X(i1;i2;:::;ir)2V r mi1mi2:::mir� 2 X(i1 ;i2;:::;ir)2V r wi1wi2:::wir� 2 Xu2V wu!r4



j ~F j � 2n2r (4)Upon dividing, we get that the mean weight in ~F is bounded below byr(r � 1)4nrWe denote by  the maximumweight.  is learly bounded above by the maximumover all the hoies of i1; i2; :::; ir of the ratioPj;k2fi1;i2;:::;irg d(vij ; vik)wi1wi2:::wirBy (2) we get that  � (r � 1)Prj=1 wijnwi1wi2 :::wirand, sine wi is at least n=2, we get � r(r � 1)2r�1nr (5)Using the previous bound for the mean weight, we get that the ratio of thismaximum to the average does not exeed 2r+1: (Our omputations give atuallythe bound 2r(1 + o(1)) as n tends to in�nity.)7 Cloned Metri MAX-rCSPs Are Optimizedby Pure AssignmentsCall an assignment in ~V pure, if for eah 1 � i � n all the lones vi;1; vi;2; : : : ; vi;miof vi are assigned to the same truth value. A pure assignment de�nes in theobvious way a solution to the original problem (F;W ) with the same value asthe solution it de�nes on � ~F; ~W� :For an assignment A to ~V , we denote by val(A) the orresponding valueof the objetive funtion in the instane � ~F; ~W� : The following laim impliesimmediately the assertion of the title of this setion.Claim: Let A = ~V ! f0; 1g be an assignment to ~V . Assume that A is notpure for the variable v1. Let A(o) (resp. A(1)) be the assignment obtained fromA by assigning all the lones of v1 to 0 (resp. to 1) and keeping A unmodi�edelsewhere. Then one of val(A(o)) and val(A(1)) is at least val(A).For the proof, reall that m1 denotes the number of lones of v1. For eahj 2 f1; 2; : : : ; k1g the set of lauses in the disjuntive normal form of F ontainingv1;j is of the form fv1;j ^ C : C 2 C1g5



say, where C1 is a ertain set of (r � 1)- onjuntions whih does not depend onj. Similarly, the set of lauses in the disjuntive normal form of F ontaining�v1;j is of the form f�v1;j ^D : D 2 D1gsay, where D1 is a ertain set of (r� 1)- onjuntions whih does not depend onj. (This is beause � ~F ; ~W� is invariant when we interhange v1;j and v1;k, k 6= j)Write:- 1 for the weighted number of onjuntions C 2 C1 true under A where eahC has the weight of (v1;1 ^ C)- d1 for the weighted number of onjuntions D 2 D1 true under A whereeah D has the weight of (�v1;1 ^D) - n(0)1 for the number of v1;j assigned to 0 byA - n(1)1 for the number of v1;j assigned to 1 by A- A(res) for the restrition of A to the set ~V nfv1;1; v1;2; : : : ; v1;k1gWe have then that:val(A(0)) � val(A(res)) = m11 (6)val(A(1)) � val(A(res)) = m1d1 (7)val(A) � val(A(res)) = n(0)1 1 + n(1)1 d1 (8)Sine m1 = n(0)1 + n(1)1 it is lear that one of 6 and 7 is at least as big as 8.8 The PTASsWe apply in this setion an extension of the results of [AFKK02℄ (see for thebakground results also [AKK95℄, [F96℄, and [FK97℄).Let F = ff1; f2; : : : ; fmg be a set of m distint boolean funtions of n vari-ables v1; v2; : : : ; vn eah involving r of the variables and let a1; a2; : : : ; am benon-negative weights bounded by b, say, where b does not depend on n. Welet Max(F ) denote the maximum weighted number of funtions whih an besatis�ed by a truth assignment to the variables, where fi has the weight ai. Fora subset Q of the variables we let FQ denote the subset of F whih are funtionsof only variables in Q.Theorem 1 of [AFKK02℄ has been stated without weights. We generalize it tothe above ase of non-negative weights a1; a2; : : : ; am. The proof arries throughdiretly to that weighted situation. (We did not attempt the strongest possibleform of the theorem here.)Theorem 4. Let r,n, be positive integers, with r �xed. Suppose � is a positivereal. There exists a positive integer q 2 O(log(1=�)=�4) suh that for any F as6



above, if Q is a random subset of fv1; v2; : : : ; vng of ardinality q, then withprobability at least 9=10, we have����nrqrMax(FQ)�Max(F )���� � �nr :By applying Theorem 4 to our weighted instane ( ~F; ~W ) and omputingMax(FQ) by exhaustive searh we get an approximation to the optimum valuewithin �nr. Now, by the preeding setion we know that there is a pure solutionat least as good as the approximation we have. (Note that we do not omputesuh an assignment.) This pure solution indues in the obvious way an approxi-mation to the original instane (F;W ) with the same relative error. Adding theeasy observation that the optimum of ( ~F; ~W ) resaled to average weight 1 givesonstant time approximation sheme working in time 2O�(1=�2) (f. [AFKK02℄)provided that we an ompute FQ in onstant time from the list of partial sumsgiven by the orale. This an be done as follows: In order to pik a randomvertex aording to the distribution de�ned by the wi, we pik a random number� 2 [0; 1℄ and output the index i for whih we have thatSi�1 < �Sn � Si. It remains the trivial matter of onverting the vertex vi into a lone.We formulate now our main algorithm.Constant Time Approximation Sheme (CTAS) in the PreproessedModel1. Input: an instane of metri Max-rCSP (F; d) on a set of variables V whered is a metri and F is a olletion of boolean funtions f1; f2; ::: eah atingon a partiular r-tuple of the variables v1; v2; :::; vn2. Take a biased random sample Q� = fx1; x2; :::; xqg of size q = ~O(1=�4)with possible replias by making q independent trials where in eah trial theprobabilities are Pr(xi = vj) = wj=W ; 1 � i � n:where W =Pni=1wi3. The replias in Q� of eah �xed variable vi are replaed by new variablesvi;1; vi;2; :::; vi;s where s is the number of replias. We all Q the resulting setof variables,4. Construt a set of funtions FQ with variables in Q by taking for eahr-tuple vi1;`; vi2;m; :::; vir;s in �Qr� all the funtions in F whih depend on thevariables vi1; vi2; :::; vir. More preisely, if g(vi1; vi2; :::; vir) is a funtion in Fwe put in FQ the funtion g(vi1;`; vi2;m; :::; vir;s).7



5. Compute approximately the optimal value Max(FQ) by the method of[AKK95℄.(see for disussion [AFKK02℄.)6. Output nrqr Max(FQ):Without an orale the overall time is dominated by the time needed for theapproximate omputation of the wi. The later is in O(npoly(log n)) by a resultof Indyk [I99a℄.9 Extrating Assignments from Solution Val-ues: Proof of Theorem 3Reall that Theorem 3 asserts the following.There exists sublinear time approximation shemes working in time2O�(1=�2)nr�1+O�npoly �1� log n�� for metri and quasimetri Max-rCSPs for anyr � 2.Proof. We assume the preproessed model of omputation (see Setion 3).By working on the spae of lones (see Setion 5) we an assume that the instaneis dense. Now we laim the following:Proposition. Assume that we have an instane of MAX-rCSP de�ned by aolletion of funtions F: and assume we pik a random sample S of the r-sets ofvariables by hoosing randomly eah r-set with probability p, and let m = p�nr�.Let G be the set of funtions in F orresponding to these r-sets. Let val(F;A)resp. val(G;A) be the number of funtions in F , resp. in G, true under theassignment A. If m = nr�1f(n) with f(n) = !(1), then we have w.h.p.maxA jval(F;A)� �nr�m val(G;A)j � �nrwhere the max is taken over the set of all assignments.Proof. Fix an assignment A and let Sat(A;F ), resp. Sat(A;G), denote theset of funtions in f resp. G satis�ed by A. Let m = jSat(A;F )j. We have thatjSat(A;G)j = XY 2(Vr )nYBY (1; p)where nY is the number of funtions of the r-tuple Y satis�ed by A and theBY (1; p) are Bernouilli variables eah with parameter p Therefore, using thebound nY � 22r by Hoe�ding we have thatPr(jjSat(A;G)j �mpj � �nr) � 2 exp��2�2r+1�2n2rmp �� 2 exp��2�2r+1�2nf � :8



Using the union bound we �nd that, for any �xed � if f = C(r)=�2, where C(r)depends only on r, the event jjSat(A;G)j �mpj � �nr is true simultaneously forall assignments A with probability at least 3/4. 2Theorem 3 follows almost immediately from the above proposition. We sam-ple the loned instane whih an be done in the required time. Then we omputean assignment A for whih the number of onstraints in the set of G orrespond-ing to the sample is approximately maximized. By the above proposition, A isalso, with high probability, approximately maximizing for F . For let B be anoptimal assignment for F and A an optimal assignment for G But we have thatval(F;A) � �nr�m val(G;A)� �(nr)and val(F;B) � �nr�m val(G;B) + �(nr)With the previous inequality, this givesval(F;B)� val(F;A) � 2�(nr)whih shows that A is approximately optimal for F . 210 Some New Construtability ConsequenesThe results of Setion 9 entail also the following improvements of hitherto knownresults for dense unweighted instanes of Max-rCSP.Corollary. There exists sublinear time approximation shemes for onstrut-ing an almost optimal assignment for dense Max-rCSP problems working in time2 ~O(1=�2)nr�1 for any r � 2.We notie also that our results improve over the best known algorithms forMetri MAX-CUT (see [FK01℄ and [I99b℄) and give for the �rst time sublinearapproximation shemes for onstruting approximate solutions for that problem.Finally, our results an be extended to obtain sublinear approximation algo-rithms for onstruting approximate solution-assignments for Metri Max- andMin-Bisetion problems (see also [FKK04℄).An interesting open question remains about the existene of sublinear approx-imation shemes for the metri k-Clustering problems for arbitrary �xed k (see[FKKR03℄).AknowledgmentWe thank Claire Kenyon for stimulating remarks and disussions.9
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